The Management Guide for School Leaders
2018 Edition


Now in electronic book format!

NEW for 2018

- Updated Calendar Year of Duties
- New Schedule for Property Value Reappraisal and Updates
- All New References to the Ohio Revised Code Organized Alphabetically by Topic
- Over Fifty (50) References and Resources, Including:
  - Operating Levy Options
  - Specific Offenses Barring Employment or Licensure
  - College Credit Plus
  - And Much More!

The Management Guide for School Leaders has been completely reviewed and updated for 2018. The new edition is now formatted in an easy, more efficient layout to minimize the time it takes to find answers to questions like:

- When and where are districts required to display the state and/or national mottoes?
- What kind of facsimile signature is not permitted on vouchers, checks, or other instruments for the payment of money?
- What is the annual deadline for conducting the mandatory fire drill?
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